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Brief description SELMO Process 

SELMO is able to map any machine, any plant, and any automatic machine which is to 

follow clear production steps by means of PLC (storable programming). 

With the SELMO Toolbox (Modeler, Creator) the converter can capture all necessary 

inputs and outputs bit-controlled. Depending on the application - machine new or 

retrofit - there are different process steps. 

 

 

 

1. Logic layer for the production process  

 

Both applications have in common the SEquence Logic MOdelling as a simple basic 

principle. The logical sequence or the production process must be informally recorded 

and clearly represented in formal terms. In the case of new machines, the production 

process is created from the requirements of the machine user. In the case of retrofitting, 

the manufacturing process is known - or it is observed and recorded by external or 

internal SELMO experts during reengineering.  
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The first SELMO process step takes place in the logic layer of the SELMO Modeler. This is 

where the logical production process STEP by STEP is recorded and modeled. The 

necessary elements are created and easy to use.  

 

2. System layer for the construction 

The second process step describes the system with the actuators, sensors, and 

assemblies. These are created for new machines or are reused from previous projects. 

The result is an input and output list from the electrical design. In the case of a retrofit, 

these inputs and outputs already exist. 

In this system layer, the inputs and outputs are assigned to the simple structure of 

SELMO. Inputs that must be constantly monitored are identified as a group and 

assigned to the respective levels. Error signals from fuses, emergency stop, or 

monitoring systems are determined as "Plant" - "Area" - "SEQ" depending on the 

shutdown strategy. 

Inputs and outputs that are processed step-by-step at a ward SEQ are entered as zones 

in the system layer. 

There are basically two types of zones: One that both switches an output and expects a 

feedback input, and a zone that monitors only one input. 
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The contracted zones can be used and stored as templates. In the zone, all relevant 

variables are already declared for the programmer. This ensures that only the SELMO 

nomenclature is used. 

In a retrofit, the assemblies, actuators, and sensors are already given and are recorded 

and modeled functionally. 

In the system layer, in addition to the zones with the step-related bits, the specifications 

for manual operation are also made.  

ELMO's CrossInterlock System allows the programmer to define the lock for hand 

movement independence of other bits by simply typing "x". This is displayed to the 

operator in manual mode. This way he is always clearly informed about the conditions 

of the movement. 

In a nutshell, the system layer is the source of the necessary inputs and outputs for new 

machines; in retrofitting, however, this layer is the image of the existing machine. 

Special consideration of the inputs and outputs in the System Layer 

 

The PLC can basically only process inputs. These inputs are differently defined as data 

types in SELMO. 

  

Bit-controlled data type "Bool": 

BitControlled means that every bit that is connected to the system is processed. This 

results in the data type "Bool". 

  

Real inputs: 
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Are fed to the PLC via the electrical signals. 

  

Virtual inputs: 

Are variables that are declared. 

● Virtual inputs come from a logic function or drivers (example: axis is in position) 

● Virtual inputs come from the HMI (example: button on the HMI) 

  

Besides the inputs, the outputs are also processed. 

  

In SELMO we basically separate the SEQ logic from the real system. The SEQ as PRG 

(program module) offers VO (virtual outputs) to which the real outputs are connected. 

This process happens automatically in the SELMO Creator (PLC and HMI code 

generator). 

  

Every output has a feedback input. This can be real (example: reed contact) and can be 

connected to the zone. Also, a virtual input can be feedback (for example in position 

from a driver). 

  

Thus SELMO processes status-dependent inputs and outputs via the zones on the 

system layer. 

 

The system layer also offers two zone types: 

 

● Zone with output and feedback input 

● Zone only with input 

  

The user should define his system, which is applied to the states, from these two types. 

  

In a PLC, however, non-state-dependent inputs and outputs are also processed. For this 

purpose, each SEQ has a CMZ area (Constantly Monitoring Zone), which constantly 

monitors inputs - real or virtual - at the SEQ level. This CMZ is a zone like in the SEQ - but 

with many connections. Inputs that need to be monitored regardless of their status are 

directly linked to the CMZ. Each connection is constantly monitored for the correctness 

and in case of a deviation, a bit is set in the matrix (this is a bits array). This bit 

symbolizes a message on the HMI. Whenever this matrix is NOT NULL, the evaluation is 

faulty and the error is displayed bit-exactly in the monitoring. 

 

There are several matrices in one plant: 

Plant Matrix 

 All inputs that influence the entire plant are to be arranged here. 

HWZ Matrix All inputs that influence the entire HWZ are to be arranged here. 
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3. Parameter layer input and output for flexibility  

The third process step in SELMO is also divided into two, depending on the application. 

However, it usually turns out that input and output parameters have to be redefined in 

the retrofit. The parameter layer is responsible for communication and making the 

machine more flexible. The input and output parameters should, therefore, be derivable 

from the production process survey. Once collected, they are created in the parameter 

layer of the SELMO Modeler. With the future use of driver modules, the parameters will 

be generated automatically. The aim is to bring the necessary values for the production 

process or for order-related data into the machine in this special layer, but also to 

record or display operating data and production-process related quality data.  

After the three process steps in SELMO, all data points - this is how we refer to the input 

and output signals or parameters of the machine - are recorded and are available in the 

HMI.  

4. A display layer for optimal user guidance 

The fourth process step now defines the standard functions and displays screens on the 

HMI. The HMI can be freely adapted in the future SELMO "Designer" via the data points. 

Here there are three areas: Logic-related data points and displays, HMI-related elements 

such as machine sketches or graphics, and the business process-related data points. 

With SELMO HMI, we generate a standard HMI function that can be extended. 
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Step by step, bit by bit - come with us! 

Contact us for a no-obligation initial consultation: 

SELMO Technology GmbH 

Gewerbeparkstraße 1/1 

A-8143 Dobl-Zwaring 

E-Mail: einfach@selmo.at 

W: www.selmo.at 

 

mailto:einfach@selmo.at

